R3712 RESCUE DAWN  (USA, 2006)

**Credits:** director/writer, Werner Herzog.
**Cast:** Christian Bale, Steve Zahn, Jeremy Davies, Marshall Bell.
**Summary:** War/action film set in Laos in the 1960s. Follows the real-life story of U.S. fighter pilot Dieter Dengler (Bale), a German-American shot down and captured in Laos during the Vietnam War. Dengler then organized the successful escape of a small band of POWs.

“Bale loved chaotic filming with German director” WENN entertainment news wire service (Nov 6, 2006)
Schruers, Fred. “Movies; Three from the dark side; here comes trouble; Christian Bale lays on the complexity intently, one borrowed obsession at a time” Los Angeles times (Nov 12, 2006), Sunday calendar, p. E1.